
RUBHY

RUGGED REMOTE ACOUSTIC BUOY
Real-time underwater noise and oceanographic monitoring

Marine Renewable 
energies

Oil & Gas Ambient noise Marine Biology Vessel traffic 
monitoring

Description Advantages

Designed for automated and intuitive operations, the RUBHY  buoy can record, send 
and display real time underwater noise such as SEL – Sound Exposure Level and 
SPL  – Sound Pressure Level over a  10 km distance. In  combination of the sound 
monitoring and transfer, multi parameter sensors like CTD, O², turbidity, pH and any 
other oceanographic data can be simultaneously recorded and sent.

Specially adapted to offshore conditions, RUBHY is the optimal solution for  pile driv-
ing operations, autonomous real- time noise surveying of port construction, and long 
term observation of marine life and human activity (vessel traffic). RUBHY  is robust 
and can sustain up to Sea State 5 conditions. The buoy can be easily deployed and 
recovered from supply vessels and offshore platforms.
The recorder device is placed into the dry section of the buoy assembly and is easily 
removable, interchangeable and rechargeable.
The intuitive user interface is easy to use and provides thorough data for rapid under-
standing.

 l Real Time data transmission

 l Acoustics and multi 
parameter sensors 

 l Radio: SEL/SPL transmission 
calculation results

 l WiFi: Data and system 
management

 l Iridium and 4G: 
pre-processed data 
transmission to web server

Characteristics  Payloads & Options

 l Input impedance: 500 Ω

 l Max Imput Level (MIL): - 10 dBV / 9920 mVpp

 l Sensitivity: - 123 dBV ( 0.7 μVRMS)

 l High pass filter: 350 Hz at - 3 dB 

 l Surge peak to peak voltage: 300 V (Time < 10 
ms)

 l Multichannel: up to 4 synchronized hydrophone 
inputs

 l Broadband: from 3 Hz to over 500 kHz
 l Wide dynamic: 16, 24 or 32 bits recording 
 l Interchangeable hydrophones
 l Temperature, Pressure, Conductivity, O², pH, 

Turbidity, Salinity... 
 l UHF, WiFi, Iridium and 4G
 l GPS 
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RUBHY

"RT- Live Monitor" software

"RESONANCE" cloud application

Radio link: SEL/SPL calculation results
The buoy  streams the Sound  Pressure Level (SPL),  the 
Sound Exposure Level (SEL) and the 1/3rd octave band 
spectrum, every 5 seconds to RT- Live Monitor software.

The  software  provides  configurable  alert  thresholds  
according to the current standards and regulations.

The  processed  in- stream  data  are  stored  locally  for  
analysis  on  the receiving  computer.  The raw .wav  files  
remain stored on the buoy and can be downloaded either 
during  deployment  with  the  WiFi  link  or  when  the  
removable recorder is recovered.
 

WiFi: Data and system management
The web  interface embedded  in  the  RUBHY  system  is  
accessed at all time with a remote control. also enabling:

 l buoy(s) access
 l synchronous time set
 l multiple buoys synchronization
 l recording status control
 l .wav data sample collection while recording

The raw data are collected in 16, 24 or 32 bits and stored 
in  standard .wav format which can be directly processed 
for further analysis and reporting.
 

Iridium / 4G: Web portal for data monitoring
Through  a  cloud  application  (named  RESONANCE)  
displaying real- time chemicophysical and acoustics data. 
Alerts can be set when defined thresholds are exceeded. 
The remote control of RESONANCE application  allows to 
set  parameters  from  the  user  interface.  Charts  and  
reports also help to analyze assessments and monitor as 
many  places  around  the  world  as  needed  (unlimited  
quantity of buoys simultaneously).
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Dimensions Supplied hardware

 l Float diameter: 1250 mm

 l Tail tube diameter: 190 mm

 l Tail tube length: 2270 mm 

 l Typical mooring weight: 200 kg

 l Weight: 238 kg

 l Rugged buoy

 l Up to 4 hydrophones and rugged cables 

 l UHF and WiFi Receivers  

 l Oceanographic sensors (optional) 

 l Protective frame for hydrophones (optional) 
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